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Highlights 

 The photo-luminescence and scintillation properties of binary Li2O-2SiO2 glasses doped 

with Ce3+and Tb3+ were investigated; 

 Li2O-2SiO2 glasses doped with Tb3+ showed scintillation light yield up to 31000 

ph/MeV. 

 

Abstract 

 

Photo- and radioluminescent properties of lithium silicate glasses doped with Ce3+and 

Tb3+ions were evaluated. Glasses doped with Ce3+ ions exhibit a shift of radioluminescence to 

photo-luminescence band. This effect was explained by a distribution of the crystal field strength 

in the activator sites, what results in the competition between different types of Ce3+ ions in 

absorbing excitation energy from the matrix and limits a light yield of the Ce3+ doped glass. We 

also investigated the possibility to use Tb3+ ion instead of Ce3+ as an alternative activator for a 

glass doping. Spin-orbit interaction plays a major role in the formation of electronic terms in 

Tb3+, where as an effect of the crystal field is small enough to form a distribution of emitting 

centers. Tb3+-doped samples demonstrate light yields up to 31000 ph/MeV with the 

concentration quenching starting at the levels of 10 at %. We also studied the effect of 

luminescence sensitization of Tb3+ ions by Ce3+ in the glasses co-doped with Ce3+ and Tb3+. 
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Introduction 

 

Ce3+-doped binary oxide glasses and glass ceramics containing metal oxides and silica 

were found to be suitable matrices for the preparation of scintillating materials [1-3]. They have 

crystalline structure what allows for additional improvement of the material properties. By 

introducing fluorine in the ligands and varying the content of metal oxide in the final 

composition one can obtain luminescent materials with various properties: high light yield of 

both scintillation and photoluminescence, or quenched scintillation and highly efficient 

photoluminescence [4]. Among such materials, Ce3+-doped Li2O-SiO2 glass [5-8] is one of the 

most widely used scintillation materials for thermal neutron detection. 



Nevertheless, there is a little progress in the improvement of Ce3+-doped glass scintillator 

light yield due to the combination of several factors. First of all, there is a poor efficiency of 

transfer of matrix excitations to activating ions. Obviously, it can be improved by increasing the 

activator content in the glass. Relatively large concentration of Ce3+ in the silica glass can be 

achieved by adding certain components to the starting raw material mixture. For instance, the 

addition of SiC allows maintaining reducing conditions during the glass formation at high 

temperatures not only in the inert atmosphere but also in air [9]. However, neither for Li2O-SiO2 

silicate nor for phosphate glasses [10] a significant increase in the Ce3+ content was achieved. 

The light yield can also be improved by the partial crystallization of the mother glass [1], 

however, the introduction of additional glass modifying ions, like Mg2+, or glass net creating 

ions, like Al3+, into the binary system results in the simultaneous formation of several types of 

crystallites in the glass matrix and not all of them exhibit scintillation properties while still 

capturing Ce3+ ions. Finally, at high Ce3+ content a part of Ce3+ unavoidably oxidizes into the 

Ce4+ leading to the brownish coloration of the glass. High Ce4+ concentration in the glass results 

in the dramatic decrease of the scintillation light yield [11]. 

Besides Ce3+, other ions such as Tb3+ [12-15] are also considered to be perspective 

activators for glass-based scintillators. Contrarily to Eu ions, which are hard to stabilize 

exclusively in either 2+ or 3+ state in the glass due to the strong influence of the glass 

composition on Eu3+/Eu2+ ratio [16,17], Tb3+ions can be easily stabilized in the trivalent state in 

the glass matrices, regardless of the atmosphere used for their preparation through high-

temperature annealing. Tb3+ emits luminescence through the number of intra-configurational f-f 

electronic transitions in the spectral range of 350-650 nm that matches well the spectral 

sensitivity region of semiconductor photo-receivers [18,19]. 

In this article, we conducted a comparative study of photo- and radioluminescent 

properties of Li2O-2SiO2 glasses doped with Ce3+ and/or Tb3+. Tb3+-doped glass was shown to 

be an efficient material for scintillators exhibiting light yields up to 31000 ph/MeV. In spite that 

scintillation decay time of Tb3+ doped glass is on the order of milliseconds, it makes Li2O-

2SiO2:Tb glass very prospective material for threshold neutron counters with photo-diode 

readout. 

 

Materials Preparation and Methods 

Synthesis 

Li2CO3, CeO2, Tb4O7 and SiO2 of 5N analytical grade were used as starting materials. 

Glasses were prepared by the melt-quenching technique. Li2CO3 and SiO2 were mixed in 

corresponding proportions and homogenized by milling. Glass was melted in 50 ml corundum 



crucibles for 2 h at 1350 °C in FALORNI gas furnace in the reducing atmosphere (CO-rich). The 

amount of RE oxide in the starting oxide mixture was varied in the range 1-9.5 at. % with respect 

to Li+ ions (see Table 1). Molten glasses were cast on the steel surface and then the obtained 

samples were annealed at 450 °C for 4 h in the muffle furnace to reduce stresses before 

mechanical processing. Transparent and homogenous glasses were cut and polished to obtain 1 

mm thick samples. 

 

Table 1. List of prepared samples 

Short name Glass composition 
RE ion concentration 

(at. % of Li+ ion) 

LiCe Li2O-2SiO2 Ce3+ (1) 

LiTb(1) Li2O-2SiO2 Tb3+ (0.9) 

LiTb(2) Li2O-2SiO2 Tb3+ (2.5) 

LiTb(3) Li2O-2SiO2 Tb3+ (5.0) 

LiTb(4) Li2O-2SiO2 Tb3+ (9.5) 

LiTb(2), Ce Li2O-2SiO2 Tb3+ (2.5), Ce3+ (2.5) 

 

Obtained samples (LiCe and LiTb(4)) and their glowing under UV lamp excitation (312 

nm) are in Fig 1. 

  

Fig 1. Polished plates of obtained glass samples and their glowing under UV lamp excitation (312 nm): a - LiTb(4), 

b - LiCe 

 

Measurements 

X-ray excited radioluminescence (RL) measurements were carried out using custom 

made apparatus featuring a CCD detector (Jobin-Yvon Spectrum One 3000) coupled to a 

monochromator (Jobin-Yvon Triax 180) with 300 or 600 grooves/mm gratings. RL was excited 

by X-ray irradiation using a Philips 2274 tube operating at 20 kV and 20 mA. X-ray irradiation 

of the samples was carried out in the same geometry, the exposition time was varied only. All 

samples at measurements were covered with 1 mm thick aluminum mask with Ø5mm window to 



manage similar light collection conditions for the samples having different shape. Thickness of 

the samples was enough to absorb X-ray irradiation by measured samples and reference BGO 

sample of the same thickness as well.  

Optical absorption spectra were recorded using Varian Cary 50 spectrophotometer in the 

190-1100 nm wavelength range. 

Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured using a xenon lamp as the 

excitation source, double monochromator (Jobin-Yvon Gemini 180 with 150 or 600 grooves/mm 

gratings), and nitrogen-cooled CCD detector coupled to a monochromator (Jobin-Yvon Micro 

HR). For samples with Tb3+ ions the KV418 filter was used to cut off excitation bands of second 

and higher orders. 

Light yield measurement of the slow scintillation  

LY measurement in pulse mode and pulse height analysis are suitable with scintillation 

materials, having scintillation kinetics in the range from nanoseconds to a few tens of 

microseconds. However, such measurements are hardly performed with any ADCs available for 

scintillation counting when scintillation kinetics has a time constant in a millisecond range. 

Therefore, we considered two ways to evaluate LY of Tb3+ doped samples.  

First, LY can be estimated from the comparison of the integrals under RL spectra. This 

method allows to compare LY of different samples, if X-rays of excitation are completely 

absorbed in the sample and conditions for the light collection remains the same for the samples. 

However, steady state excitation with X-rays does not allow to discriminate scintillation and 

phosphorescence.  

Second, LY can be measured by the method, using PMT in the current mode, which is 

based on comparison with standard single crystal scintillators with subsequent results corrections 

on PMT sensitivity at different wavelength regions. This method requires an application of 

several standard scintillators: when scintillation bands of the sample and reference crystal are 

very different in spectra, some of the reference crystals are hygroscopic, packed in the metal can, 

and, can be used only with excitation by gamma-quanta. As a first step, LY of Tb3+-doped 

samples was measured under alpha-particle excitation (241Am source with the energy of 5.5 MeV 

and the total activity of 104 Bq) with a Philips XP2020 PMT in the current mode relative to Ø20 

mm x 2 mm thick YAP:Ce reference single crystal, having light yield of 16,000 photons/MeV 

under gamma-excitation. To ensure similarity of the measurement conditions, a 0.2 mm thick 

aluminum diaphragm with 5 mm hole diameter was placed between the source and samples and 

reference YAP:Ce s crystal as well. In such geometry of measurements the LY of samples and 

YAP:Ce under alpha-excitation is proportional to the PMT anode current after subtraction of 

PMT “dark” current measured without alpha-source, and is not dependent from the sample 



thickness, because alpha particle path in studied samples and reference YAP:Ce single crystal 

does not exceed several tens of microns. PMT anode current was integrated over time with time 

constant 0.1 s, and the voltages at the PMT anode load of 100 kΏ, shunted with a 1 μF capacitor 

was measured with a digital multimeter for all Tb3+-doped samples and compared with that of 

reference YAP:Ce. PMT anode quasi-constant voltages did not exceed 1 V in all cases, which 

had negligible influence on the PMT gain due to voltage reduction between last PMT dynode 

and anode.  

YAP:Ce single crystal exhibits the maximum of the radioluminescence at 350 nm, while 

Tb3+-doped samples have the maximum of the radioluminescence close to CsI(Tl), 560 nm. 

Since XP2020 PMT is a typical bilkali PMT, its spectral sensitivity at 560 nm is about 3 times 

less than that at 350 nm. To make corrections on PMT spectral response, we used 1 x 1 inch 

CsI(Tl) reference crystal with certified LY of 58,000 ph/MeV. Direct measurement of LY of 

CsI(Tl) at alpha-excitation is impossible due to aluminum housing, which is used for casing of 

CsI(Tl) due to its affinity to water. Appropriate correction coefficient was obtained in pulse 

mode by recording pulse height spectra of YAP:Ce and CsI(Tl) reference samples with the same 

XP2020 PMT and 137Cs (662 keV) gamma-source at the shaping time constant of 3 µs. To 

evaluate LY of Tb3+-doped samples under gamma-excitation, ratio of anode currents of Tb3+-

doped sample and reference YAP:Ce single crystal was multiplied by 16,000 ph/MeV and, then 

multiplied by boosting correction coefficient to account difference of CsI(Tl) and YAP:Ce light 

yields.  

 It’s known that LY under alpha-particle- and gamma-excitation often may differ due to 

different ionization density and connected shielding and quenching factors. In particular, 

YAP:Ce single crystals have LY under alpha-particle- excitation 3.8 times smaller than under 

gamma-excitation with the same energy [20]. We had a possibility to correct our LY data for this 

factor if necessary. Intercalibration was performed by recording pulse height spectra of 137Cs 

with reference YAP:Ce single crystal and Ce3+-doped glass sample, with successive comparison 

of response of the samples in current mode with the same PMT. Ratio of 662 keV total 

absorption peak position in pulse height spectra was found to be similar to the ratio of the 

voltages at the PMT anode in current mode. This means, that Ce3+-doped glass sample had the 

same alpha/beta ratio of 3.8 as YAP:Ce single crystal. Taking in to account that Tb3+-doped glass 

samples has the same composition and structure as Ce3+-doped one, no additional corrections on 

the difference of alpha/beta ratios of YAP:Ce and Tb3+-doped glass samples were applied.  

It should be also noted, that during all LY measurements PMT “dark” current was 

measured twice, before alpha-irradiation and immediately after irradiation, in 20-30 seconds 

after alpha-source removal. In all cases, “dark” current values, measured before and after 



irradiation were found to be the same, that means absence of long-term afterglow components in 

all Tb3+-doped samples. In addition, we have observed scintillation pulses produced by alpha-

particles with an oscilloscope at the PMT anode, when anode current was integrated over time 

with much smaller time constant, ~3 ms. Single scintillation pulses were clearly visible, 

however, of course, mostly overlapped.  

All measurements were made at room temperature (RT). 

Results  

LiCe glass exhibit wide RL band with the maximum at ~ 385 nm attributable to 

5d→2F5/2,7/2 transitions of Ce3+ ions (Figure 2a) [4]. In Tb3+-glasses a set of narrow bands 

peaking at 377, 414, 435, 485, 545, 586 and 621 nm and corresponding to the radiation 

transitions of Tb3+ ions was observed (Fig. 2b) [19]. The emission at wavelengths below 490 nm 

originates from the 5D3 excited state transition to the various components of 7F ground term, 

which is split into the seven levels by spin-orbit interaction. Emission bands above 500 nm are 

due to the transition from 5D4 to 7F ground state components. We found that transitions from 5D4 

to 7F ground state dominate in the spectra. 
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Fig 2. RL spectra of LiCe (a) and LiTb1 (b) samples. Dashed lines correspond to the absorption spectra. Reference 

spectrum of BGO 2 mm thick sample is presented for a comparison (dotted line) 

 

Similarly to other silicate glasses, Ce3+ absorption band peaks near 320 nm, due to the 

first allowed 4f15d0-4f05d1 transition [4]. However, due to a strong absorption in the maximum, 

the excitation spectrum has two artificial maxima at the wavelength corresponding to the edges 

of the absorption band. PL excitation spectra, luminescence spectra, measured at excitation in a 

short (300 nm,) and long (350 nm) edge of the band are shown in Fig. 3a-b. In agreement with 

results obtained for silicate glasses [21] position of emission peaks was found to be dependent on 

the excitation wavelength (388 and 397 nm for excitation at 300 and 350 nm respectivelly). 

Figure 3c and 3d show contour plot image demonstrating the dependence of the emission spectra 

on excitation wavelength. Comparison of the PL and RL spectra shows that PL spectrum is red-



shifted with respect to RL spectrum. It indicates that Ce3+centers emitting at shorter wavelengths 

more effectively contribute to scintillation. 
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Fig.3. Normalized PL excitation spectra (a) at registration at 418 nm (solid line) and 400 nm (dashed line) 

and emission spectra at excitation at 300 nm (solid line) and 350 nm (dashed line) for LiCe glass. Contour plot (c, 

uncorrected) and graph (d) images demonstrating the dependence of the emission spectra on the excitation 

wavelength. 

 

Unlike in the case of Ce3+-doped samples, we did not observe a significant difference in 

the spectra of Tb3+-doped samples while scanning excitation wavelength. Figure 4 shows the 

comparison of PL and RL spectra (4a) and a contour plot image of LiTb (4b) that demonstrates a 

weak dependence of the emission spectra on the excitation wavelength. It is worth to note that 

weak Ce3+ luminescence upon photoexcitation in LiTb(2),Ce sample is observed, whereas it is 

completely quenched in a radioluminescence. This suggests that Ce3+-ions sensitize the Tb3+ 

luminescence. Similar effect was observed in [22]. 
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Fig.4. Normalized PL (red) and RL (black) emission spectra at excitation at 277 nm for LiTb glass. Contour plot 

image (b) demonstrates a low dependence of the emission spectra on excitation wavelength. 

 

Results of the LY evaluation are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Results of the Light Yield evaluation of different samples 

 

Short name 
RE ion concentration 

(at. % of Li+ ion) 

Light yield measured by PMT in 

the current mode,  

ph/MeV 

LiCe Ce3+ (1) 6000 

LiTb(1) Tb3+ (0.9) 8700 

LiTb(2) Tb3+ (2.5) 19600 

LiTb(3) Tb3+ (5.0) 27360 

LiTb(4) Tb3+ (9.5) 31320 

LiTb(2),Ce Tb3+ (2.5), Ce3+ (2.5) 22360 

 

Fig. 5 shows the change of the LY of the LiTb samples versus Tb3+ concentration. The LY of 

LiTb(2),Ce is also included in the plot for comparison.  
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Fig 5. LY of the LiTb samples with different Tb3+ concentration in a comparison with LiTb glass co-doped 

with Ce3+ ions 

 

Discussion 

In our previous study of the silicate glass doped with low concentration of Ce3+-ions [4] 

we have shown that the absorption spectrum of the Ce3+-doped glass is characterized by a single 

wide band with the maximum in the vicinity of 320 nm (31250 cm-1) attributed to electronic 

transitions from 2F5/2 to weakly split 2D5/2,3/2 terms. However, the band width (5500 cm-1) is more 

than two times greater than the split between 2D5/2 and 2D3/2 states in a free Ce3+ ion (2500 cm-1) 

[1], what is caused by the distribution of the crystalline field in the sites of activator localization. 

Moreover, the average energy difference between band of configurations of Ce3+ ion is 31250 

cm-1, what is reasonably smaller that in other oxides [1]. This observation in combination with 

the indication of a small crystalline field allows suggesting that Ce3+ oxy-anionic complex in 

lithium silicate glass has a loose structure. Cerium ion is likely to be bound to three oxygen ions 

of surrounding silicon tetrahedra, whereas the crystalline field in the ion localization position is 

formed by three nearest and other surrounding tetrahedra of the glass net. Disorder of the 

position of surrounding tetrahedra results in the energy distribution of the lowest (radiating) 

levels of the Ce3+ center. It is confirmed by a systematic shift of the photoluminescence band 

maxima upon excitation wavelength scanning as seen on Fig. 3. Relatively large energy 

distribution of the Ce3+ radiation states in the glass is fundamentally different to crystalline 

compounds where this effect is incredibly small. Distribution of states leads to the competition 

between different groups of Ce3+ ions for electronic excitations from the matrix upon its 

exposure to ionizing radiation. Ce3+ ions having larger energy of radiating states are more likely 

to absorb excitation energy and thus radioluminescence spectrum is shifted to the shorter 

wavelength range. Distribution of radiating states also explains weak dependence of the radio-

luminescence yield on the Ce3+ concentration. With an increase of cerium concentration, the 

activator ions are distributed in a set of groups, therefore, an addition of ions in the groups with 

radiating levels capable for effective capturing of electronic excitations of the matrix is not 

increased too much.  

The negative effect of the competition between different groups of activating ions is 

diminished by reducing the influence of crystalline field on the energy levels of activator in the 

glass. As such alternative solution one can use another activating ion, Tb3+, in which spin-orbit 

splitting plays a major role in the formation of electronic energy levels. As can be seen from 

Fig.4 the maxima attributable to f-f transitions practically coincide. As a consequence, Tb3+-

doped samples shows increased light yield. Figure 5 shows the influence of the dopant 



concentration on the glass LY. Activator concentration is presented in a logarithmic scale. As 

one can see LY is progressively improved with the increase of the activator concentration. In a 

situation when distribution of the radiating levels is practically absent, it is more likely that 

migration of matrix excitations to radiating centers does not play a significant role in the 

formation of an ensemble of excited Tb3+ ions in the glass. As a result, the dominating 

mechanism is a direct coulomb interaction and consequent capture of carriers. It seems that a 

concentration quenching occurs at the Tb3+ content even larger than 10 at. %. However, silica 

glass doping with larger amounts of Tb3+ ions is limited by some technological difficulties, for 

example, the need to increase the temperature of the glass preparation. Of note, Ce3+ was found 

to be an efficient sensitizer of Tb3+ luminescence in Li2O-SiO2 glass: scintillation light yield of 

samples co-doped with 2.5 at. % of Ce3+ increases by 15 %. 

 

Conclusions 

We compared luminescent properties of Li2O-2SiO2 glasses doped with Ce3+ and Tb3+. 

Distribution of radiating energy levels of Ce3+ activating ions is likely to be the limiting factor 

for increasing the scintillation light yield in the glass matrices. Such effect can be reduced in the 

rare-earth doped glass, in which dopant energy levels become less sensitive to the variation of 

the crystalline field. The light yield of Li2O-2SiO2 glasses doped with 9.5 at. % of Tb3+ was fond 

to be at the level of 31000 ph/MeV. Ce3+ ions introduced into Tb3+-doped glass act as sensitizers 

and increase the light yield for up to 15%. 
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